We study the stationary solutions of the real Ginzburg-Landau equation with periodic boundary conditions in a finite box. We show explicitly how to construct nucleation solutions allowing transitions between stable plane waves.
Introduction
In the vicinity of the threshold of a continuous pattern-forming instability a description of the basic periodic solution and its slow modulations is possible by perturbation theory [Newell & Whitehead, 1969; Segel, 1969; Stuart & Di Prima, 1978] . For quasi-one-dimensional, stationary, and periodic patterns formed from an unstructured state through a continuous soft-mode finite-q instability, a description in terms of A(x, t) satisfying the real Ginzburg-Landau equation is as follows
where the complex amplitude A(x, t) is a function of the slow space and time variables, x and t, respectively. This equation is the normal form [Elphick et al., 1987] when an eigenvalue crosses the real axis at the origin for a finite wave number.
We shall consider here periodic boundary conditions A(0, t) = A(L, t). Equation (1) can be written as ∂ t A = −1/2δΦ/δA with Φ = −2 L 0 (|A| 2 −1/2|A| 4 − |∂ x A| 2 ) dx. The dynamical system (1) admits stable and unstable stationary plane wave solutions and homogeneous stationary solutions. Moreover there exist stationary nucleation solutions which play an important role in the calculation of the smallest perturbation which induces the transition between two given stable plane waves. This perturbation is related to the codimension-one unstable manifold of the unstable inhomogeneous solution. As usual the stationary solutions of (1) are also extrema of the Lyapounov functional Φ. Earlier works [Langer & Ambegaokar, 1967; McCumber & Halperin, 1970; Tribelsky et al., 1991; Graham & Tel, 1990; Kramer & Zimmermann, 1985] have been mainly devoted to study such solutions in an infinite box. Nevertheless in [Tuckermann & Barkley, 1990] was reported the scenario of the Eckhaus bifurcation in a finite domain. Our work generalizes the above results and permits to construct explicitly the nucleation stationary solutions in a finite box.
Stationary Solutions in a
Finite Box
Nucleation solutions
In polar coordinates, A = r exp(iϕ), Eq. (1) takes the form
The stationary solutions of Eq. (2) correspond to r t = ϕ t = 0. The homogeneous ones to r = 0 (unstable) and r = 1 (stable), ϕ = ϕ 0 (arbitrary constant). The stationary plane wave solutions correspond to r = 1 − q 2 , ϕ x = q (arbitrary constant such that q 2 ≤ 1). To obtain the nucleation solutions we integrate Eq. (2) using two first integrals, namely, E and J, corresponding to the energy and angular momentum in a mechanical analogous:
where U (r, J) = r 2 − r 4 /2 + J 2 /r 2 . Bounded solutions demand J 2 ≤ 4/27. If r a and r b correspond to plane waves then r a = 1 − q 2 a and r b = 1 − q 2 b , where q a and q b are solutions of J = q(1 − q 2 ). Denoting r 1 , r 2 and r 3 (r 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ r 3 ) as the roots of the equation E = U (r, J) we get r(x) in terms of the Jacobi elliptic function cn(u|m)
and the phase ϕ(x) in terms of the incomplete elliptic integral of the third kind Π(n; φ|m)
The amplitude r(x) has period
where K(m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The phase variation in this period is
where Π(n|m) is the complete elliptic integral of the third kind.
The relations between r 1 , r 2 and r 3 with E and J (see Fig. 1 ) are given by r 2 1 + r 2 2 + r 2 3 = 2 , r 2 1 r 2 3 + r 2 2 r 2 3 + r 2 1 r 2 2 = 2E , r 2 1 r 2 2 r 2 3 = 2J 2 .
Through the relation J = q b (1 − q 2 b ) we can express L and ∆ϕ in terms of q b and we put ψ (j) (E, q b ) ≡ ψ (j) (E, J), j = 1, 2. For fixed J (or q b ) we see that for each value of E, E min = E a < E < E max = E b , there corresponds a value L of the period such that L min < L < ∞. Once L is given we can calculate the values of (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) and then r(x) and ϕ(x) are completely determined. We must still impose, due to the periodic boundary conditions, that ∆ϕ = 2nπ, where n is an integer. We can write then from (6) and (7) the two relations
Eliminating E we obtain the family of curves
which we shall determine in what follows. The period L given by Eq. (6) diverges logarithmically when the argument of the complete elliptic integral of the first kind tends to unity. We can find analytical results for energies near the maximal allowed energy E b . The remarkable point is, as we shall see, that solutions with periods of the order 10 or higher can be described with negligible errors in this limit. Putting δ = E b − E we can expand, for q b fixed, the values of (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) for small δ. One has
Inserting these values in Eqs. (6) and (7) we obtain
We have then, in the lowest order in δ, the following relation between L, ∆ϕ and q b (we remark that the exact relation between these variables is obtained eliminating E between the two Eqs. (9))
Using ∆ϕ = 2nπ, where n is the phase winding number, we obtain a lowest order approximation for the curves (10)
which turns out to be extremely accurate in its region of validity. We can write (14) in the equivalent form
The values of L are limited from below by the minimum L reached for each q b . L min is given by Eq. (6) in the limit r 1 → r 2 → r a , where the solutions become harmonic.
Since q a = 1/2(−q b + 4 − 3q 2 b ) we finally obtain the exact expression for L min in terms of q b
In Fig. 2 we plot the curves L = ψ(q b , n) [see (10)] in the approximation (14) for different phase winding numbers n (dashed curves) and the length for plane waves with wave number q b (continuous curves), i.e. L = 2πn/q b . The former curves are bounded from below by the curve L min given by (17). Thus for a fixed value of L, the length of the system, and n, the phase winding number, we can determine q b from Eq. (14). The value of δ, which is directly related to the error of the perturbative expansion, is given in the dominant order by Eq. (12)
Notice the exponential decrease with L of δ. We can estimate from this expression that the error is negligible for L > 10. We can now use this last result in (11) and then determine the corresponding expressions for r(x) and ϕ(x) given by (4) and (5) in this approximation. We obtain r = r(x, L, q b ), ϕ = ϕ(x, L, q b ), and if we calcu-
we recuperate expression (13).
With our general results we can get an interesting limit, namely, the case when the length of the system becomes ∞. In this limit r 2 → r 3 → r b = 1 − q 2 b . It is easy to show that Eq. (4) becomes
and Eq. (5) reads
The above calculated function represents the saddle between a plane wave with wave number q b and its neighbor in a system with length L → ∞. This case has been largely studied in [Langer & Ambegaokar, 1967; McCumber & Halperin, 1970; Tribelsky et al., 1991; Graham & Tel, 1990; Kramer & Zimmermann, 1985] . From a linear stability analysis of these solutions we can find two zero eigenvalues (the translational and phase symmetries), and the eigenvalues for the localized discrete-eigenvalues solutions, with λ + > 0 giving the unstable direction. It is also clear for us that Eq. (14) can be derived from Eq. (20) by making L 1, but without any control of the error done in such approximation. This error is estimated here. The functions L = ψ(q b , n) in Eq. (14) have been calculated neglecting terms O(δ). In order to obtain an impression of the exactness of our curves, drawn in Fig. 2 , we proceed to evaluate δ as a function of q b . Replacing L given by Eq. (14) in Eq. (18) we get To analyze in more detail the intersection between the curve ψ(q b , n) and the curve L min , where the error is maximum, we expand Eqs. (8) in terms of ε = E − E a (see Fig. 1 ). Thus r 2 1 , r 2 2 and r 2 3 acquire the following form
Inserting these values in Eqs. (6) and (7) we get an expression for L in terms of q a and ε
and a relation between ∆ϕ, q a and ε
Once again due to the periodic boundary conditions one must have ∆ϕ = 2nπ, where n is the phase winding number. Using this condition and ε = 0, Eq. (24) has as solution q * a = ( √ 2n)/( √ 6n 2 − 1). Moreover we can write q a in terms of q * a and ε
Considering that q b = 1/2(−q a + 4 − 3q 2 a ) we obtain the point (q * b , ψ(q * b , n)) where the curve
In the case n = 1, which is shown in Fig. 4 , these curves intersect at q * b = ( √ 7 − 1)/ √ 10 = 0.52043 and ψ(q * b , 1) = π √ 10 = 9.93458. Thus we can determine the nucleation solutions in the neighborhood of the point (q * b , ψ(q * b , n)) r
and the length of these solutions is given by
A perturbative linear stability analysis of the above solutions gives us a spectrum with two zero eigenvalues (phase and translation symmetry), one positive eigenvalue λ = (21n 2 − 9/2)ε and the rest negative eigenvalues.
Vortex solutions
Beside the homogeneous stationary solutions r = 0, r = 1; ϕ = ϕ 0 , the plane waves and nucleation solutions, Eqs. (2) accept vortex solutions when J = 0. In order to determine them we look for functions whose module vanishes at least at one space point x 0 where the phase can change by multiples of 2π. Using Eqs. (4) and (8) we get
where H(x) is the Heaviside function. To get bounded vortex solutions we have to demand 0 < E < 1/2. The length of this function can be calculated by Eqs. (6) and (30)
In order to have explicit expressions for r(x) in terms of the length L we expand E in terms of η = 1/2 − E. Thus
Using this result we can write an explicit expression for the vortex solution in terms of the length L
A linear stability analysis of solution Eq. (30) yields that the spectrum of the linearized problem has two zero eigenvalues, one expected positive eigenvalue λ = 1/2(2 − r 2 3 ) and the rest negative eigenvalues.
The Eckhaus Instability in a Finite Box
Every stationary solution constructed in the preceding section, which satisfies periodic boundary conditions becomes characterized by two parameters, namely, J = q a (1 − q 2 a ) = q b (1 − q 2 b ) and E. Imposing periodic boundary conditions the length L becomes a function of q b and n as it is shown in Eq. (10) and its approximate version (14).
For each q b , provided that 0 ≤ q b ≤ 1/ √ 3, there exist two plane waves with different wave numbers, namely, q b and q a . Therefore the two different plane waves have different lengths, namely, L = 2πn/q b and L = 2πn/q a . When q b → 1/ √ 3 both periods coincide and take the value L = 2πn √ 3. Now let us analyze the stability of a plane wave A q = 1 − q 2 e iqx under a small perturbation bA q , where b is a small periodic perturbation. Replacing A = A q (1 + b) in Eq. (1) we obtain the following linearized equation
where b is the complex conjugate of b. Writing b = u + iv we get
Replacing u v = up vp e λt+ipx in Eq. (35) the eigenvalue problem reduces to the analysis of the polynomial
If p = 0 there exist one marginal mode and one stable mode. If p = 0 the stability condition is
which is equivalent to
In a system with L → ∞ the wave number p can take any value, in particular p = 0. In that case the stability condition would become the well known Eckhaus criterion for the stability of plane waves against long wavelength perturbations
But for systems in a finite box p = 2mπ/L, q = 2nπ/L, the stability criterion is obtained for the smallest accessible p, namely p = 2π/L. Therefore the stability condition given by Eq. (37) becomes
Notice that the critical point for the Eckhaus instability in a finite box coincides with the one just calculated in Eq. (26). This result is related to the saddle-node bifurcation with rotational symmetry derived in [Tuckermann & Barkley, 1990] . In Fig. 4 we represented the situation for solutions with phase winding number n = 1. There we see that for L < 2π there is no plane wave. For 2π < L < π √ 10 the existing plane wave is unstable against small perturbations according to Eq. (40) . For L > π √ 10 we have an unstable nucleation solution and a stable plane wave. , The Lyapounov functional Φ for the homogeneous function r = 1 is Φ = −L and for r = 0 the value of Φ is 0. For the plane waves with wave number q we have
5. An Example
In this example, we fix the length of the system L = 25. ond one stands for the saddle function between the plane waves with phase winding numbers n = 1 and n = 2.
Replacing these values of q b in Eq. (18) we can determine the value of δ which in these cases gives 3.54629·10 −14 and 2.96226·10 −10 , respectively. The following step is to replace the values of q b and δ in Eq. (11). Thus the expressions for r(x) and ϕ(x) are completely determined from Eqs. (4) and (5). To get an impression of the shape of the nucleation functions we plot in Fig. 6 the module r(x) and the phase ϕ(x) for the nucleation function with phase winding number n = 1.
In Fig. 7 we show a 3-D view of both nucleation functions. In Fig. 7(a) the resulting nucleation function between the homogeneous solution r = 1 and the plane wave with wave number 2π/L is shown. In Fig. 7(b) we show the nucleation function responsible for the transition between the plane waves with wave numbers 2π/L and 4π/L.
It is also possible to construct other saddle functions between the plane waves with wave numbers 2π/L and 4π/L by means of two saddle functions with phase winding number n = 1 and length L = 12.5 as shown in Fig. 8 .
Moreover we can construct vortex functions according to Eq. (33). The shape of such vortex with length L = 25 is given in Fig. 9 . To compare the functions generated in this example we use the Lyapounov functional Φ. 
Discussion and Conclusions
We have constructed here the nucleation solutions responsible for the transitions between the stable plane waves of the real Ginzburg-Landau equation in a finite box.
